Kootenai Station – February 24, 1999

Kris:
Kootenai Station is on alert status and receiving rescued victims from Outpost 41 on the Dominion border.

Kris:
These victims were station personnel and ship-bound travelers in the area, rescued by Federation vessels that began bringing them to Kootenai Station one day ago.

Kris:
A changeling named Ronas has been revealed amongst the refugees from the Outpost.  After attempting to elude security personnel, Ronas was detained and beamed into a stasis chamber in the infirmary.

Kris:
Meanwhile, engineering teams are working extra duty shifts to discover and repair all sabotaged conduits and junctures on the station.  Security teams have beefed up patrols in an attempt to forestall any further sabotage.

Kris:
Medical teams are treating the Outpost refugees and preparing them for transport and dispersal to Federation colonies.

CO_K`Avok:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>

CO_K`Avok:
@D'ang:  How much longer till we get to Kootenai?  

COO_Cain:
::In OPS at station awaiting incoming ships with more victims from outpost 41::

Bavel:
@:;at her tactical station::

XO_Olbrun:
::in Ops as well, checking station status::

D`ang:
@:: on the IKS K’Tharsis :: K'Avok: 5 minutes!

CTO_Alex:
::walks into the lounge to get a quick cup of coffee....sees T'Ana and joins her::

CSECHicks:
::Sits in his office pondering the status of the station::

CEO_Kal:
::in the main lounge having a perelian ginger tea before going back to duty::

CO_K`Avok:
@::burp::   Very good.  I'll be in my quarters.  Let me know when we're approaching the station.

S`lia:
@::at ops station::

XO_Olbrun:
*Kal* What is the status of the engineering teams?

TO_Bavel:
@::a small growl can be heard coming from her area::

D`ang:
@ K'Avok: Sure!

TO_Bavel:
@::wonders what the CO had for lunch and gets hungry::

CTO_Alex:
T'Ana: I see you are busy..... I can't stay long myself.

CO_K`Avok:
@::clomping out the corridor to quarters::

XO_Olbrun:
::brow is knit and she's not entirely comfortable with having a changeling on the station::

CEO_Kal:
*XO* We're finishing up the repairs, most of my staff is doing double shifts over the station to see if anything else was sabotaged

S`lia:
@::looks over console... grumbling to self::

CTO_Alex:
::sips his coffee....doesn't really care for it and sets the cup down::

D`ang:
@Bavel: Check weapons and shields!.. Keep them down when we are near!!

D`ang:
@ :: sits on Klingon command chair ::

TO_Bavel:
@CO: Yes sir ::mumbles :: fool like you need to tell me that

CEO_Kal:
::sees Alex and smiles:: I know... things are crazy lately, please sit with me the time you finish your drink

CTO_Alex:
T'Ana: Thanks. I hear that you had a conversation with the changeling

D`ang:
@:: checks distance to the bloody federation starbase :: Bavel: decloak!

TO_Bavel:
@::punches her panel with a smack:: CO Decloaked Sir!

CO_K`Avok:
@::cuffing Bavel on his way off the bridge::  

CO_K`Avok:
@XO:  You have the bridge.

CTO_Alex:
::sips his coffee some more hoping that it will taste better....it doesn't::

XO_Olbrun:
*Kal* Ensign, I asked a question. What is the status of your repair teams?

D`ang:
@CO: Right!

CSECHicks:
::Goes to ops and takes place at tactical::

CO_K`Avok:
@::clomping down the corridor::

XO_Olbrun:
::nods to Hicks as he takes his station::

TO_Bavel:
@::reels from the Captain’s touch:: "growl"

CSECHicks:
XO:  Commander, how are you?

D`ang:
@OPS: Begin that stupid Starfleet docking protocol!

XO_Olbrun:
Hicks: Getting ready to go check on the engineering teams myself, actually. ::looking slightly dour::

S`lia:
@::laughs @ Bavel, thinking she deserved that::

CO_K`Avok:
@::in quarters, slicking back hair and adjusting tunic::

CEO_Kal:
*XO* Sir, repairs to main junctions are almost done and my teams are going over the station trying to find if anything else has been sabotaged

CTO_Alex:
::sits in the lounge with his mouth full::

TO_Bavel:
@::punches the officer next to her:: I love the CO.. what a warrior!

CTO_Alex:
::swallows finally and cringes::

D`ang:
@OPS: Dagh!!!!!!!!!!!

CO_K`Avok:
@::clomping back down the corridor and overhearing Bavel::

XO_Olbrun:
*Kal* Keep me informed, Ensign.

COO_Cain:
::checking power allocations to cargo bays.::

D`ang:
@TO: Stop talking about him or I'll kick your back.. UNDERSTOOD?!!!

CEO_Kal:
*XO* Aye sir!

S`lia:
@<COM> COO:  K'Tharsis request permission to dock  ::ignores the XO::

CSECHicks:
*CTO* Alex are you still on break?

CO_K`Avok:
@::stepping on to the bridge::

COO_Cain:
*K’Tharsis*  Please stand by.

CTO_Alex:
::smiles:: T'Ana: sounds like you have your hands full

TO_Bavel:
@::cracking her knuckles looks to the others..now she feels like a fun game of hide the warrior... in the tar pit::

XO_Olbrun:
::hears the comm, and perks up a little::

D`ang:
@:: hates to wait ::

CTO_Alex:
*Hicks*: Yes, I am on break for a little while longer....you need me?

CEO_Kal:
::puts down her padd and put a hand to her eyes:: Alex: Yeah that still bothers me... he said some strange things

S`lia:
@<com> COO:  Standing by  ::growls to self::

XO_Olbrun:
Cain: Are you waiting for something?

CO_K`Avok:
::hands on hips as he surveys his bridge::

XO_Olbrun:
::knows he's just clearing a docking station for them::

CSECHicks:
*CTO* Not really.  I'll hold down tactical until you arrive.

CTO_Alex:
*Hicks*: Thank You. I shouldn't be too long

COO_Cain:
CO:  I was going to tell the Klingons to keep their position while we wait for the rest of the ships from outpost 41.

D`ang:
@OPS: AND??!! What are we waiting for?

XO_Olbrun:
Cain: How soon are the rest expected?

D`ang:
@:: gets very impatient ::

CTO_Alex:
T'Ana: Sorry for the interruption

COO_Cain:
CO:  I have their ETA in 10 minutes.

S`lia:
@XO:  We are waiting for these foolish federation officers... they have yet to give clearance

CSECHicks:
::Scans the Klingon Ship::

XO_Olbrun:
Cain: Bring them on screen.

CO_K`Avok:
@::barking::  XO:  Status?

TO_Bavel:
@::checks her weapons as she waits for orders:: S'lia: Are you in the mood for .... some Play? :: a chuckle is heard::

CEO_Kal:
::finishes up her drink:: Alex: you weren’t interrupting ::smiles:: but I think I'll go back to work now

S`lia:
@<Com> COO:  Station... what is the delay?

CO_K`Avok:
@::gruff::

COO_Cain:
*K’Tharsis*  We have you on visual.

CTO_Alex:
T'Ana: Yes, I will too

D`ang:
@ Great! -- CO: We're waiting their bloody clearance to dock

S`lia:
::gives Bavel a sly grin... and nods::

CSECHicks:
XO:  I did a preliminary scan of the K'Tharsis.  Nothing out of the ordinary for a Klingon ship.

CTO_Alex:
::gets up leaving his coffee::

COO_Cain:
*K’Tharsis*  please respond visually.

TO_Bavel:
@:;cringes at the sight of the humans.. so ....ugly..::

CTO_Alex:
T'Ana: Maybe we can talk later when it is less crazy?

CO_K`Avok:
@::eyes narrow::  XO: Put them on the screen and let's see if that hurries them up.

D`ang:
@OPS: Do so.....:: mumbles :: How.... <censored>

TO_Bavel:
@S'lia: how do you save a Starship from destruction? ::telling another old joke::

CEO_Kal:
Alex: Of course!! I'll see you later ::smiles::

XO_Olbrun:
::steps around her console:: *K’Tharsis* This is Commander Olbrun. We are receiving refugees from Outpost 41, and they have top priority on docking. Your wait will be about ten minutes.

S`lia:
@::opens visual communication::

CTO_Alex:
::walks with her to the entrance and goes to the Infirmary::

CEO_Kal:
::heads out the lounge and heads to the TL::

CO_K`Avok:
@XO:  ::brightening::  And whom might you be?

S`lia:
@::narrows eyes and growls impatiently::

CTO_Alex:
::enters the Infirmary and speaks to the Tac Officer there::

TO_Bavel:
@:;nods at the screen:: S'lia: Your problem tonight?

XO_Olbrun:
*K’Avok* I am Commander Olbrun.

D`ang:
@:: looks at viewer ::

CTO_Alex:
Doc Ocean: Is the stasis chamber stable enough to move to the Brig?

CO_K`Avok:
@::eyebrows shoot up::  Olbrun? 

CTO_Alex:
<Dr.Ocean> Alex: Yes it is, but be careful

XO_Olbrun:
*K’Avok* Yes, Rhee. It's nice to see you.

S`lia:
@Bavel:  Looks like

CO_K`Avok:
@::muttering::  So, I did hear that correctly.

CTO_Alex:
::nods and motions the Tac Officers to move the stasis chamber to the Brig::

TO_Bavel:
@::gruff:

CEO_Kal:
::goes to finish up repairs to a junction on deck 90::

XO_Olbrun:
::arches an eyebrow at K’Avok’s disorientation::

D`ang:
@:: ZORT ::

CO_K`Avok:
@*Olbrun*  It's...ah....good to see you.  Uh.....how are you....feeling?    Er...    ::trailing off::

TO_Bavel:
@::wonders how her CO knows Olbrun::

CTO_Alex:
::supervises the move to the brig and sets up the force fields around the stasis chamber after it is in place::

XO_Olbrun:
*K’Avok* I'm not Dara Olbrun, as must be pretty obvious. I am Taniele Olbrun.

CO_K`Avok:
@*Olbrun*  You ah....do you...that is....mm...can you remember everything?

CTO_Alex:
TAC Henry: I want no less than two officers guarding this at all times

CSECHicks:
XO:  Will I have an opportunity to interrogate Ronas?

S`lia:
@::glances at Bavel, gives her a questioning look::

CTO_Alex:
<TAC Henry> Alex: Aye sir

XO_Olbrun:
*K’Avok* Yes, I remember. Everything. ::smiles::

TO_Bavel:
@::Looks back and gives S'lia a shrug::

CTO_Alex:
*Hicks* : I am on my way back

CO_K`Avok:
@::regaining some composure and smiling broadly::  *Olbrun*  Ah, then it IS good to see you my dear!

D`ang:
@:: nearly vomits at the smiling face of the human female ::

CTO_Alex:
*XO* : The stasis chamber holding the changeling is now secure in the brig and under guard

TO_Bavel:
@Silia:Maybe they went to the same finishing school.... ::pause and low gruff laugh::

CSECHicks:
*Alex* Acknowledged.  What's the status of our friend?

CTO_Alex:
::heads towards the TL ::

CEO_Kal:
*Hicks* Would you like me to send you a report about the short discussion I had with the changeling?

CTO_Alex:
*Hicks* It is secure for now

S`lia:
@::laughs::Bavel:  that may be so

XO_Olbrun:
*K’Avok* You now have a five minute wait.

CTO_Alex:
::enters the TL:: OPS

XO_Olbrun:
*K’Avok* We'll alert you when we're ready for you. Olbrun out.

D`ang (Sound - commclose.wav):

CO_K`Avok:
@*Olbrun*  Made all the shorter knowing I'll see you soon.  Is ever.....ack.

CSECHicks:
*Kal*  I would appreciate that.  Thank you.

TO_Bavel:
@:;punches S'ilia a little to hard I the arm followed by laughter::

CO_K`Avok:
@::muttering::  That was brief.  I hope everything's alright with her.

CO_K`Avok:
@::suddenly aware of his crew's scrutiny::

CO_K`Avok:
@::glaring around at his officers::  Stop staring and get back to work!

S`lia:
@::closes the channel... glares at Bavel::

CTO_Alex:
::exits the TL at OPS::

TO_Bavel:
@::narrows eyes at the reprimand::

CTO_Alex:
Hicks: Anything new that I need to know?

D`ang:
@CO: Yes, sir!! :: runs to another place in the bridge ::

XO_Olbrun:
::would laugh right there if it were in her nature:: Hicks: Everything is secure, correct?

CTO_Alex:
::gets to the TAC Station::

CEO_Kal:
::finishes up repairs and starts running a level 3 diagnostic::

CO_K`Avok:
@XO:  Only those officers who have been bravest in our last encounter will be granted shore leave on the station.  See to it.

TO_Bavel:
@::mutters some Klingon foul language under her breath and look at her monitor::

D`ang:
@CO: Yes, sir

S`lia:
@::shrugs and turns back to the console::

CTO_Alex:
::starts doing his routine checks on his console::

TO_Bavel:
@::thinks shore leave.. about blasted time::

CSECHicks:
::Extends hand to Alex::  All is well.  We have a Klingon ship waiting for dock and I scanned the ship and found nothing to report.

CO_K`Avok:
@XO:  I'll be in my quarters.  Let me know when we have clearance to dock.

CSECHicks:
XO:  All is secured, sir.

CO_K`Avok:
@::clomping down the corridor in an almost light manner::

CO_K`Avok:
@::whistling the entire way::

CTO_Alex:
Hicks: Sounds good... Thanks for covering TAC

D`ang:
@:: checks the crew manifest and chooses :: You go... You don't... You go... You don't... You'll take a trip to waste management

CTO_Alex:
::shakes Hicks hand::

CSECHicks:
Alex:  Glad to do it.

XO_Olbrun:
::goes back to her console, almost looking forward to seeing Rhee::

TO_Bavel:
@::nod yes as she is picked..and sends for her replacement:: S'lia: Join me?

CTO_Alex:
Hicks: You might want to keep an eye on those Klingons....they could be a handful

S`lia:
@::nods, and sends for her replacement::Bavel:  Yes, shore leave is too rare.

CSECHicks:
Alex:  I know that's the truth.

CEO_Kal:
*XO* Power to deck 90 as been restored and the damaged transporters systems are back online

TO_Bavel:
@::Pushes her replacement out of her way and heads for the TL:: Silia; lets make waves.. ::chuckles::

CTO_Alex:
::sees that all is functioning normally::

CEO_Kal:
::takes her kit and goes back to engineering::

S`lia:
@::laughs at Bavel's remark and walks off the bridge::

CO_K`Avok:
ACTION: THE FINAL SHIPS ARE REQUESTING DEPARTURE CLEARANCE, AFTER HAVING OFFLOADED THEIR REFUGEE PASSENGERS AT THE STATION.

COO_Cain:
*ships*  You are clear for departure.

CSECHicks:
Alex:  How's your manpower on Tac personnel?  I may need auxiliary security when the Klingons come aboard.

CO_K`Avok:
ACTION: THE FEDERATION SHIPS TRAIL PAST THE IMPATIENT EYES OF THE KLINGON OFFICERS, AWAITING DOCKING CLEARANCE.

COO_Cain:
*K'Tharsis*  You are clear to dock in bay 4.

TO_Bavel:
@::stands next to Silia in the TL...and thinks of what trouble they can conjure up on the station below.. hope someone has a mop::

CTO_Alex:
::hopes that there are no more casualties..... it sickens him to see the Dominion hurt so many innocent people::

CTO_Alex:
Hicks: I have a few teams to spare unless we get more wounded

XO_Olbrun:
Cain: You have Ops. I will be down at docking bay four.

COO_Cain:
XO:  Aye.

XO_Olbrun:
::makes her way to the turbolift, and then goes down a couple of decks::

CSECHicks:
Alex:  This is gonna be fun.  ::smiles::

CTO_Alex:
Hicks: I hope not too much fun, if you know what I mean

CTO_Alex:
::grins::

CSECHicks:
Alex:  Phasers on stun, baby.

CTO_Alex:
::laughs slightly::

S`lia:
@<KOPS> ::brings the K'Tharsis into bay 4 and lowers docking clamps::

COO_Cain:
CTO:  That was the rest of the casualties.  If you do have additional teams available, it might be a good idea for them to be around while the Klingons are here.  Understand?

CEO_Kal:
*XO* Sir, about the changeling, he told me that at least he had learned something, something about us...when you have the time I'd like to tell you about it

CTO_Alex:
Cain: Understood...... They will be ready

CO_K`Avok:
::clomping lightly down the corridor onto the bridge::

XO_Olbrun:
::waiting at docking bay four, expecting trouble::

CO_K`Avok:
XO:  Status!

TO_Bavel:
@S'ilia: SO where to... hear of any good..places to meet... men.. on this place they call a station?

CSECHicks:
*Security Teams*  All available security be on alert for Klingon officers on shore leave.  If they get out of hand set phasers to stun and detain them in the brig.

CTO_Alex:
::alerts several teams to stand by in areas that the Klingons will most likely frequent::

CO_K`Avok:
XO:  Form up the group.  I want us looking sharp.  ::adjusting tunic::

XO_Olbrun:
::folds her arms and looks mildly bored::

COO_Cain:
::thinks - the last thing we need is a drunk Klingon wandering into a cargo bay where people's lives hang in the balance::

CTO_Alex:
Hicks: Don't you think that might be a little extreme?

S`lia:
Bavel: I have not heard much of this station.  It would be good to find a bar with good bloodwine.

TO_Bavel:
@:;punches her comrade to get attention::

CO_K`Avok:
Let's go.  And remember you're Klingons.   ::burp::

CEO_Kal:
::goes to OPS, a padd in hand::

CSECHicks:
Alex:  It's already extreme.

CO_K`Avok:
::palming the door control and stepping out into the bay::

TO_Bavel:
::Thinks Bloodwine and rubs her arm across her mouth:: Silia:: Yes.. sounds good.. !

CTO_Alex:
::starts getting reports in from the tactical teams..... everything is secure and nothing out of the ordinary is reported::

CEO_Kal:
::while in the TL, thinks about how little she had been to OPS since her arrival::

CO_K`Avok:
::stepping out with a flourish toward Olbrun::  My dear.

XO_Olbrun:
::finally cracks a smile:: Rhee: It's nice to see you.

CO_K`Avok:
::drawing knife and holding it high::  

XO_Olbrun:
::her eyes go a little wide at this::

CO_K`Avok:
::slicing the knife across left palm and watching the blood drip to the deck::

TO_Bavel:
::one step behind the Captain..::raises her fist in response and lets out a yell::  To the games!

XO_Olbrun:
::very carefully controls her expression, and keeps it as positive as possible::

CO_K`Avok:
::smiling at Olbrun::  We are Klingons.  Not Dominion scum.

CEO_Kal:
::the door of the TL opens and I step on to OPS going to Hick::

S`lia:
::follows the Captain from the ship::

XO_Olbrun:
::visibly relaxes:: Rhee: Thank you....no need to rerun the Ganymede, is there?

TO_Bavel:
::punches S'ilia yet again in the arm:: S'ilia: Lets go!

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: Now is that the way to greet an old friend?

CO_K`Avok:
Welcome to the general chat area of the roleplaying game Star Trek: A Call To Duty.  We play our games in another area and talk about anything in general here.  For more information on our Game and how to join, check out our main site at http://www.startrek.com and follow the link to Starfleet Academy.  Enjoy!

CO_K`Avok:

S`lia:
Bavel: Yes!  ::walks for the door::

CTO_Alex:
::allows several teams to stand down and sends others to their normal duties....still reserving some for the Klingons::

CEO_Kal:
::smiles to Alex and Hicks:: Hicks: Here's a report of my discussion with the changeling... I thought it might be useful if you want to question him

TO_Bavel:
::nods her head in a jerk to the left::

CTO_Alex:
Hicks: can I see that when you are finished, it could prove useful

CTO_Alex:
::smiles to T'Ana:: Nice of you to hand deliver it

CSECHicks:
Kal:  Yes this will be very helpful in my interrogation. ::smiles and takes the pad::

CO_K`Avok:
Olbrun: Here is a little something I've been keeping to give to you the next time we met.  ::handing Olbrun a dried brown crusty root bundle::

CSECHicks:
Kal:  Excuse me.   Alex:  What's up, CTAC?

CEO_Kal:
Alex: I thought I might come and check on OPS... I haven’t been here very much

CO_K`Avok:
Olbrun:  It's a sunflower from my homeworld, Golgotha.  Put it in water and I think you'll be pleased by the effect.

XO_Olbrun:
::she accepts whatever it is:: Rhee: They're lovely.....may I ask what they are?

TO_Bavel:
::the sound of her fists hitting each other echoes through the station..she is on a quest::

CTO_Alex:
Hicks: I just want to see Kal's report when you finish with it

XO_Olbrun:
::she smiles, and on impulse, hugs him:: Rhee: Thank you.

CTO_Alex:
T'Ana: Yes, you should come here more often

CO_K`Avok:
Olbrun:  I've requested shore leave for my crew.  They've been invited by your Operations people.  I thank you.

CSECHicks:
Alex:  As soon as I am finished, you got it.

S`lia:
::walks with Bavel, smiles as the humans move out of their way::

CO_K`Avok:
::warmed by the sudden hug and all nervous again::

CTO_Alex:
Hicks: Thanks

XO_Olbrun:
::she steps back:: Rhee: You're welcome. ::gestures to the door:: Want to sit down somewhere and get caught up?

CEO_Kal:
::smiles back to both of them and goes to her engineering station in OPS::

TO_Bavel:
::notices the sea of people part as they walk through:: S'ilia.. well.. hmm where to? Should we ask.. or make our own party? ::chuckles::

CO_K`Avok:
Olbrun:  It's good to see you again.  I scanned heavy ship traffic in this sector and I was afraid the station had trouble.  Is everything alright?  ::walking along with Taniele::

CTO_Alex:
::watches T'Ana go to her station and smiles::

CSECHicks:
::Whispers to Alex::  Alex, it looks like you are sweet on T'ana.  My complements of course.  ::smiles::

XO_Olbrun:
::she nods:: Rhee: So far we've been all right. Captain Louis has been a good commanding officer...very calm in a fight.

CO_K`Avok:
XO:  Louis?  Commanding?  I thought...   ::quizzical::

COO_Cain:
Kal:  I think that’s the first time you used that station ::says sarcastically about Kal being soo busy::

S`lia:
Bavel:  I say we make our own fun

CEO_Kal:
::monitors power allocation form her console and supervises the repairs::

TO_Bavel:
::spots a  noisy joint and pulls S'ilia into it with her::

CTO_Alex:
Hicks: I will be present when you interrogate the changeling. I need to know well ahead of time so I can set up security measures

CO_K`Avok:
ACTION: THE LIGHTS ON THE SHUTTLE BAY DECK FLICKER ON AND OFF, THEN GO OFF.

CO_K`Avok:
::looking up in the sudden darkness::  Does this happen often?

CTO_Alex:
Hicks: T'Ana and I are only friends ....don't get over ambitious on me. ::smiles::

CSECHicks:
Kal:  Don't forget to transfer engineering control to ops.  ::Smiles sarcastically::

XO_Olbrun:
::starts to speak, then pauses as the lights go out- taps her commbadge:: *Kal* What's going on? We've got darkness on the shuttle bay deck.

CEO_Kal:
::looks up at Cain:: Yes its all new!

TO_Bavel:
::walks up to the bar and orders a smelly concoction even she can not pronounce:: Bartender: and give my friend the bill... ::growls and laughs::

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: We've been having some problems.

CSECHicks:
Alex: Just joking.  I will let you know when I am ready to talk to Ronas well in advance.

CO_K`Avok:
Olbrun: ::soft growl::  What problems?

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: Sabotage.

CTO_Alex:
::nods to Hicks::

CO_K`Avok:
Olbrun:  Bah!  The work of cowards!

CO_K`Avok:
Olbrun:  Have you hung them yet?

CEO_Kal:
*XO* Understood, working on it ::check her console::

COO_Cain:
Kal:  Not another changeling I hope.

CTO_Alex:
::monitors sensors and shields.....checks weapon status::

TO_Bavel:
::accepts the drink and holds her glass up for a toast with her comrade::  Silia: To Life!

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: We can't even find them. ::stops and leans against a wall:: Between the refugees and the changeling we had to find...it's been a mess.

CTO_Alex:
::looks to Cain.....not happy by that comment::

CO_K`Avok:
Olbrun:  Changeling?  Here?  ::growl::

S`lia:
::orders a Bloodwine::  Bavel:  To Life!

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: Don't get testy. We've got him in stasis.

CEO_Kal:
::reroutes power to bring temporary power to the lights:: Cain: I hope not

CTO_Alex:
::all systems are working as usual::

CO_K`Avok:
Olbrun:  I'll have my Deathsquad sweep your station.  Just say the word.

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: And while we're talking about unpleasant things....I know you're wondering about why I'm not still Captain.

S`lia:
::receives the bill and cuffs Bavel on the side of the head knocking her into another customer::

TO_Bavel:
::watches as S'lia gets the drink....clanks the glass together and drains it in one swig..smashing it against the counter watching the glass fly::

CEO_Kal:
all: some much for my time in OPS, I'll go check on this ::leaves OPS::

CO_K`Avok:
::scuffing toe on deck::  Olbrun:  I had wondered. 

CTO_Alex:
::watches T'Ana leave OPS::

TO_Bavel:
::smashes her glass holding the handle..and chuckling:: Oh so you want to play S'lia? ::laughter::

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: One word. Demotion. I might explain it sometime, but I'm still rather bitter over all of it.

CTO_Alex:
::asks the armory to send their report on the stored weaponry::

S`lia:
Bavel:  Always  :: pushes her into the crowd::

TO_Bavel:
::backs up a bit moving the other customers out of the way.. in not a gentle manner::

CO_K`Avok:
Olbrun:  I'm certain you were wronged.  ::eyes narrowed::  Tell me what you need.  I haven't killed anyone in a week and I fear I'll forget the taste of fresh blood.   ::growl::

CSECHicks:
*Sec Jones*  What's the status of our guests in the cargo bays?

TO_Bavel:
<crowd> Hey watch it.. you smelly Klingons

S`lia:
::approaches Bavel slowly ready for her counter::

TO_Bavel:
::looking at S'lia:: I hear your mother used to dance with fairies... ::laughter::

CSECHicks:
<Sec Jones>  Hicks:  All is under control, Chief.

COO_Cain:
Hicks:  I'm getting reports from the bar.  The bartender Spork says its getting rowdy in there.  Check it out will you.

CSECHicks:
Cain:  I'll see to it myself.

COO_Cain:
Hick:  Good.

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: It's okay I've been dealing with it in my own way, and I tend to think the CO would frown on his son getting killed.

S`lia:
Bavel: Yes she did... beside your father ::watches Bavel::

CO_K`Avok:
XO:  Perhaps.  But it's the best way to get promoted.  Hmph.    

TO_Bavel:
::motions with her hands for S'lia to get closer.. ::her friend always falls for this one.. winks at the crowd::

CSECHicks:
::Leaves ops and goes to the Promenade::

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: I do appreciate it.

CO_K`Avok:
XO:  Well, what shall we do about this sabotage?  My Death Squad could use some exercise.

CEO_Kal:
::runs scans on the panels just outside the cargo bay::

CSECHicks:
*Security*  All available security to the promenade.

TO_Bavel:
;:gets ready for a good head-but... always makes drinking more fun::

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: Until we get the power on this deck up, let's hold off on that.

S`lia:
::watches the way Bavel is working the crowd, takes a step toward her and waits...::

CSECHicks:
<Delta Team Leader> *CSEC* We're on our way, Chief.

CTO_Alex:
*Tac Teams A, C, and D* Report to Hicks for assistance

TO_Bavel:
<crowd> ::moves in closer for a better look::

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: So what has happened with you? I haven't seen you since I was Dara.

TO_Bavel:
::moving her arms back she knocks over a simple looking Starfleet Officer.. looking down at him she laughs::

CTO_Alex:
Cain: If we have to put any Klingons in the brig, I will have to be there.

S`lia:
::grabs Bavel by the arms and head buts her, while she is laughing at the officer::

COO_Cain:
Alex:  Agreed.

CO_K`Avok:
::guffaw::   The Dominion has kept me busy.  I've been chasing rumors of defectors from their Great Link.  So far I've turned up nothing.  I'm beginning to think it was a myth.

CSECHicks:
::Enters the area and sees Bavel floor a Starfleet Officer::

TO_Bavel:
S'lia: Oh he got yours.. ::smacks her friend in the arm and orders another drink for the both of them::

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: You may be surprised.....::thinking about the changeling in stasis::

CSECHicks:
Bavel:  Don't let me see that again or I'll arrest you.

CEO_Kal:
::finds some more damaged circuitry and asks for an engineering team to come and repair::

S`lia:
::looks around at Hicks and laughs::  Bavel:  Are you going to stand for that?

CO_K`Avok:
You often provide surprises.  That offer still holds, you know.  There is a place on my ship for you.  ::hopeful glint in his eye::

TO_Bavel:
::turns to Hicks:: HICKS: See what.. two friends have a drink? Oh be off with you.. old man before I make ::looks at S'lia and shakes her head no:..head butting Hicks::

CEO_Kal:
::feeling sore.. she decides to take a beak and maybe eat something quick::

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: Rhee, I've done my time on a Klingon ship....it's been a while, but I still practice the Mok'bara.

CSECHicks:
::Staggers back and regains his composure::

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: But it is a sweet offer.

TO_Bavel:
::watches as S'ilia makes her way to the door..COWARD she calls after her::

CEO_Kal:
*CTO* We had another act of sabotage near cargo bay 4, I wonder if this was all caused by our changeling...

CO_K`Avok:
::smile::

CTO_Alex:
::looks over to the second Tac Officer in OPS::

TO_Bavel:
::orders another drink and waits for Hicks to come to::

CSECHicks:
Bavel:  That felt good.  ::Head butts Bavel back even harder.

COO_Cain:
Alex:  Lets hope its from the last changeling.

CTO_Alex:
*Kal*: I will send a team to help you investigate

CTO_Alex:
Cain: I hope it is. If not we have another problem on our hands

TO_Bavel:
::reels from the butt seeing stars:: HICKS: A drink on me... ::slaps him on the arm and roars in laughter::

COO_Cain:
*Kal*  report your findings to the XO.

CO_K`Avok:
Olbrun: Perhaps I should hunt down this saboteur myself.  ::cracking knuckles with a sound that echoes in the darkness::

CEO_Kal:
*XO* Sir, the problem in Cargo bay was another act of sabotage... it makes me wonder if there's another saboteur on the station...

XO_Olbrun:
Rhee: You're not going by yourself. This is still *my* station.

CSECHicks:
Bavel:  You have a hard head.  ::Pats Bavel on the shoulder::

XO_Olbrun:
*Kal* I'm in the vicinity. I'll check it out.

COO_Cain:
::thinks - can this day get any worse?::

CO_K`Avok:
Olbrun:  Then let's have some fun!  ::wicked grin::

TO_Bavel:
::growls at Hicks:: HICKS: thought for sure we would have a bad time here.. S'lia.. always afraid of being in the brig... has a brig.. problem.. ::laughs::

XO_Olbrun:
::pulls out her tricorder, and her phaser:: Rhee: Let's go. ::heads in the direction of the cargo bay::

CTO_Alex:
::sends Tac Team G to the CEO's location to aid her investigation::

COO_Cain:
::feeling a very big headache coming on::

CSECHicks:
*Cain*  All is under control here.  *CTO*  What's the status on the sabotage?

CEO_Kal:
*XO* Understood, and sir, when you have the time Id like to tell you what the changeling told me before he was put in stasis..

CTO_Alex:
*Hicks* under investigation as of yet

TO_Bavel:
::with a sweep of her arm she clears the bar top of the broken glass::  Bartender:: Set us up.. and don’t stop till we are out.. out I say!

CO_K`Avok:
::right next to Olbrun, nostrils flaring as he uses all his hunting instinct and senses::

XO_Olbrun:
::rather enjoying the hunt:: *Kal* Tell me when I get back to Ops.

CSECHicks:
BaveL:  Us humans can party as good as any species.

CSECHicks:
CTO:  Do you need my assistance?

CTO_Alex:
*Hicks* Should I have my extra teams stand down?

CO_K`Avok:
<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>


